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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a use case based access control architecture developed by the authors that is extensible and provides a systematic approach to access control within the Air Force enterprise, DOD interest groups and coalition partners. The architecture leverages COTS products that separate the administration of access control from its use of access to data and resources. A prototype was implemented using the enclave model that allows for extensibility. The results from a pilot implementation support the use of Use Case Based Access Control to facilitate security administration and review for the Air Force. The use case based approach provides the sophistication of the attribute based access control with the simplicity of the group based access control.
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Introduction
The development of access control within the Air Force is being approached from the ground up, starting at the functional development, the computing environment, and then enterprise. If the access control process is orderly, sufficiently simple, and straightforward, it can be extended to cross-enterprise, coalition and dynamic interest groups. If the access control process is complex and/or violates IA tenets then the result will be expensive, high maintenance, and an inconsistent application of policy and agreement with unsatisfactory results and high maintenance costs.

Operational Tenets
Any access control solution for the enterprise--and indeed, any solution for any component of enterprise IA--should be tested against a set of fundamental evaluation criteria or tenets. These tenets are separate from the “functional requirements” of a specific component, e.g., access control needs to be defined. They relate more to the attributes of the solution that make it able to be implemented, extensible, cost-effective, and supportive of the fundamental objectives of IA. Our proposed top-level tenets are the following:

- The zeroth tenet is the enemy is embedded. Current threat evaluation indicates that at the unclassified and NIPR level, attacks are often successful, and discovery and ferreting out the results of these attacks is difficult and problematic at best. In many cases attackers may get inside of the exploit discovery and patch loop. In others, successful Phishing and Spear Phishing attacks have been launched. Rogue agents may be present and to the extent possible, we should be able to operate in their presence, although not exclude their ability to view some activity. The tenets below together with the architecture embody this approach.

- The first tenet is simplicity. This seems obvious, but it is notable how often this principle is ignored in the quest to design solutions with more and more features. However, at a certain point (usually a lower point than you would suspect), these added features come at the cost of greater complexity, less understandability, greater difficulty in administration, higher cost, and/or lower adoption rates that are unacceptable to the organization. Therefore, simplicity absolutely must be a primary goal of any access solution. Supporting cross-enclave and enterprise scenarios will automatically add a certain degree of complexity that will be challenging enough to handle in any case. Extension to coalition adds yet another level of complexity. That being said, there is a level of complexity that must be handled for security purposes and implementations should not overly simplify the problem for simplicity’s sake.

- The second tenet, and closely related to the first is extensibility. Any construct we put in place for an enclave should be extensible to the forest and the enterprise, and ultimately to cross-enterprise and coalition. It is undesirable to work a point solution or custom approach for any of these levels.

- The third tenet is information hiding. Essentially, information hiding involves only revealing the minimum set of information to the outside world needed for making effective, authorized use of a capability. It also involves implementation and process hiding so that this information cannot be farmed for information or used for mischief. For example, a user of a service needs to know the input parameters required to call it, and the output it gets in return. It does not need to know the algorithms or internal variables the service uses to implement the capability. Hiding this information keeps these details secret from the consumer of the capability, makes it harder to exploit and increases implementation flexibility. Any information that is not shielded from inadvertent discovery may be used in later attacks.

- The fourth tenet is accountability. In this context, accountability means being able to definitively identify and track what entity in the enterprise performed any particular operation (e.g. accessed a file or IP address, invoked a service). To enable accountability, it is necessary to prohibit online “impersonation”, in which principals share their credentials with another actor rather than delegating their authority. Without a delegation model, it is impossible to establish a chain of custody or do effective forensic analysis to investigate security incidents.
• This **fifth** tenet is *minimal detail* (to only add detail to the solution to the required level). This combines the principles of simplicity and information hiding, and preserves flexibility of implementation at lower levels. For example, adding too much detail to the access solution while all of the other components are still being elaborated may result in wasted work when the solution has to be adapted or retrofitted later.

• The **sixth** is the emphasis on a *service-driven* rather than a product-driven solution whenever possible. Using services makes possible the flexibility, modularity, and composition of more powerful capabilities. Product-driven solutions tend to be more closely tied to specific vendors and proprietary products. That said, COTS products that are as open as possible will be emphasized and should produce cost efficiencies.

• The **seventh** tenet is that *lines of authority* should be preserved and decisions should be made by policy and/or agreement at the appropriate level.

• The **eighth** and final tenet is the Need to Share outweighs the need to know.

**Access Control**

Access control commonly involves two areas, the physical and the logical. When dealing with the physical access control, an individual presents himself and his mission (reason for being there) at a facility and to a guard or clearance individual, together with his credentials that identifies him as an individual. These may be supplemented by a data base of attributes that support his identity and his mission. Identity-based access control in these cases is perfectly reasonable. A human interpretation based upon experience, the individual facility and its missions provide a clear basis for decision making. Restricted information policies can be over-ridden or enforced by the nature of the problem (for example, too close an inspection of covert operatives is not desirable – supporting the tenet of *information hiding*). In this case, time is a commodity that can be used to elaborate upon decisions and suspect cases can be examined in greater detail.

This is not the case referred to by this white paper. The logical access control occurs when a documented (certificated) individual presents himself to a service and the service needs information upon which to base a decision of providing service or not (and if so, which kind of service). This decision often involves transfer of information and that transfer may be in quantity. If the service examines only an attribute set, it may not be sufficient for a decision or the decision may be a complex Boolean algebra that is subject to complexity and error and based upon GOTS developed processes rather than COTS process (this does not support the tenet of *simplicity*). The process invites wholesale grabbing of attributes (which does not support the tenet of *information hiding*).

**Authorization and Access in General**

Access is granted through an authorization process that is generally reviewed through the appropriate level of authority for the problem being analyzed. Thus, local access to local data bases may be resolved at the local level. Air Force wide access to Air Force data will be resolved at a much higher level. Coalition access may be resolved at the State Department, or at least Department of Defense level. The authorization model in general requires the user, either directly or through an authenticated source, to supply credentials and authorization information sufficient for the service to make an access decision. Many models exist and they include:

• **Default access** (anyone pre-registered can have access) – this lacks the discrimination and flexibility necessary for an effective IA policy. Revocation is done by removing pre-registration. Delegation difficult in this model (basic tenet of *accountability*).

• **Identity based access** (IBAC) – Access is based solely upon identity, and is usually accompanied by a weak authentication such as password only. The identity has some valuable properties and should be included in many of the other access control methods.

• **Group based access** (GBAC) – all members for a specific access privilege (under a registered group) are enumerated. Individual revocation is done by removing group link to identity. Group revocation is done by removing the group from the registration authority. All privileges for an individual must be accomplished by an enumeration service, and is given by the enumeration of the privilege groups held by an individual. Delegation and/or inheritance are both possible.

• **Role based access** (RBAC) – a special form of the group where privileges are accrued by virtue of job requirements. Revocation is done by removing role from the individual entity (in reality removing attributes that make up the role). Difficulties come when individuals assume multiple roles (often solved by assigning separate identities). When treated as group access then membership in multiple groups is not a problem. Delegation and/or inheritance are both possible. Roles may be credentialed and the use of role credentials may be used in place of individual credentials. Roles are less dynamic than groups in general, but do change over time. Roles may exist independent of membership, but in any instance of time the collection of members serving a role may be treated as a group.

• **Attribute based access** (ABAC) – a form of access control that is based on enumerated attributes rather than identity. Revocation is done by modifying a particular attribute or creating an exception list. All members who have a particular access privilege must be enumerated through a separate service. A separate use case for each type of access must be developed. Enumeration of all privileges for an individual is very problematic. Delegation and/or inheritance are both difficult and problematic.

• **Policy Based (PBAC)** – privilege is based upon policy and is described by the context, currency, and priorities of the command structure together with the other attributes that the entity may have. One group of policies may be deemed attribute control, others
may be context driven. The policy based privilege is the most difficult to automate because the semantics and grammar of an arbitrary policy based authorization has not been defined.

- Others – basically combinations of the above.

- **Use case based access control (UBAC)** – described in this paper.

COTS in general is proficient at handling group based (GBAC) and role based access (RBAC) along with Identity, so that products exist that can use these features in a general access approach. This is not true for attribute based or policy based access control both of which require specialized rule sets.

**Establishing Authorization**

Authorization for access is developed for software services from the relevant use case. One or more Communities of Interest (COIs) are tasked with establishing the use case. The use case can then map attributes to a group with prospective membership (this is the same process provided by ABAC, but it is done statically, not at service access time). This use case may be internal to an enclave or derived from a Trust agreement* that is either federated across enclaves within the enterprise, enterprise-wide, cross-enterprise (as with a DoD/AF Enterprise trust agreement), or across a coalition. Steps required for authorization are the following:

1. Put in place the controls developed by the trust agreement, which may consist of audit requirements, scope limitations, and other factors.

2. COI establishes use case(s) for access to a given service. The use case may be simple or arbitrarily complex, including white list and black list elements as well as exception conditions.

3. The Use Case is moved up the chain to the appropriate command level for approval and details of the use case may be negotiated prior to approval (this maintains lines of authority).

4. COI establishes a group name and registers it with the enterprise server.

5. A policy by the appropriate command level is promulgated.

6. Commands and/or COIs establish group membership in accordance with the use case and add group privileges to the Active Directory (AD) or LDAP of the members it controls. The latter may be done by script or robot or by using ABAC for determination.

   a. If a trust agreement is the basis of the access arrangement, other members of the trust agreement establish group membership and add group privileges to the members it controls. A mapping of identity and/or groups may be required.

   b. The trust agreement, the group names and membership are forwarded to the appropriate policy organization for approval. (This may be SECAF for Air Force enterprise issues, DoD or JCS for cross-enterprise or coalition issues).

7. Service administrators respond to the policy by adding the appropriate groups to their access lists for the services.

8. At execution time, access groups are verified through the enterprise server to be sure that the access group has not been revoked. This allows termination of a Trust agreement with only an action at the Enterprise level; individual terminations occur through the modification of group access privileges.

**UBAC as a Group Access Model**

If we allow that role based access may be included in the group model (this can be done as a minimum by devising a group for each role), then we will restrict this discussion to groups. In the group representation, access is controlled to services through group identity associated with an individual. Standing groups could be established with certain attribute sets, such as “all O-3 and above with personnel supervisory responsibility shall have access to personnel files”. As you can see, the use cases are built right into the group definitions. Thus the process supports the Simplicity tenet. Ignoring the start-up issues of establishing an initial set of groups, and allocating individuals group status (this start-up exists in all of our access model approaches), an individual is assigned to a group by his/her supervisor, a joint access control group, or by top-level policy. Thus the process supports the lines of authority tenet. The requirements for group membership may include the attributes in the ABAC model, but additional data may also be pre-requisite for group membership, such as temporary assignment, or other parameters. The group membership hides the details of its establishment, which may be pulled out by a separate service, but with appropriate authorization. Thus the process supports the Information Hiding tenet.

UBAC Group access is by policy. At each element in the information sharing hierarchy, a policy is established which is the access agreement between players. In the enclave, this policy may be established locally, for the forest this policy must be established at a higher level, in the enterprise it must be established Air Force wide. In coalition it must be established between coalition partners, etc. A new group is formed to tackle a problem and requires access to a variety of information elements either within the enclave, forest, enterprise, or across a coalition. The group must be established, named, registered (so that

---

everyone recognizes it) and then it must be pushed through the policy chain to establish an authorization. Thus the process supports the \textit{lines of authority} tenet.

Once policy is established, an individual requested service can then be checked against the policy list (through registration services) and granted access based on group membership and policy. Thus this part of the process also supports the \textit{Simplicity} tenet. Administration of which individuals have group identities is an ongoing process, much as maintaining attributes is an ongoing process. Termination of a coalition or other agreement is as simple as removing the group identity, and the groups, by policy may be filtered for situational parameters such as DEFCON or Threat Condition. Thus this part of the process also supports the \textit{Simplicity} tenet. Group identities must be unique, thus a registration process is recommended. In the original example:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Access to the NATO salary data base will to be granted to US Military Personnel holding the rank of O-3 and above, which are not in foreign liaison positions with non-NATO countries nor otherwise excluded because of prior history.}
\end{quote}

The individuals that qualify are assigned group $G_i$ privileges. The judgment model proceeds along a process that goes something like this:

\begin{quote}
\textit{IF (individual has group credential $G_i$) then provide service (to the appropriate level).}
\end{quote}

This algebra (group membership), will also be worked out by agreement between coalition partners and or cross-enterprise dignitaries (groups are designated by trusted agents, and reviewed for policy by the appropriate policy personnel) and is available in COTS software, many of which work with groups and roles, but not attributes. Thus this aspect of the process supports both the \textit{Service-Driven} and \textit{lines of authority} tenets. Revocation of an individual’s access is done by removal from the group, and elimination of the access is by elimination of the group. Entire groups may be suspended by revoking access to services based upon that group membership.

\textbf{Authorization within the Enterprise}

For now we will concentrate on a particular attribute of groups. If the attribute were groups (identity and roles), and the groups were unique and known to all of the members of the enterprise, then authorization could be accomplished. One way to insure that all groups were unique, and that all groups were known to the enterprise, is through a registration service that belongs to the enterprise. If authentication were made via standard web services, the group membership could be placed in SAML token and the group content could be verified against a federation service where the groups are registered.

Finally, we note that the group model is extensible to the cross-enterprise and coalition situation where trust agreements negotiate not only privilege and group membership, but the group access tags that are registered at each of the enterprise levels. In fact, since the an STS is in place, the simplest way to administer the access control is to use the web services and SAML tokens even at the cross-enclave and intra-enclave level. This will provide a truly extensible method that provides access controls for cases from intra-enclave to coalition.

\textbf{Naming of Groups for Access}

With naming services, the default names that are hardwired should not be used (reserved word list may be appropriate) and these should be used for clearing up problems when files are corrupted, etc. The naming of groups for access will be the job of the Community of Interest (COI) for the enterprise, however we need to ensure common elements where required by history, policy or other Air Force and DoD requirements. An example would be the names for classification groups (Unclassified, Confidential, Secret, Top Secret…). We need also to ensure uniqueness and hierarchy. The following requirements apply:

\begin{itemize}
\item The IA COI will be responsible for naming and registering enterprise wide group names and hierarchies.
\item The Enclave COIs will be responsible for naming and registering groups that deal with their services with the proviso that they reuse groups were possible, and place groups in a hierarchy when possible.
\item Even groups that are wholly for use within the enclave need to be registered to assure uniqueness and awareness.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Basic Elements of GBAC}

On the requestor side, every entity has one or more unique names (and may have aliases). Every entity is enrolled in zero or more groups. On the provider side, for every object a service can touch, service will be authorized by name and/or zero or more group affiliations (as promulgated by policy).

\textbf{Summary}

The architecture requires that a registration service for groups and group membership be established at the enterprise level. It requires that administrators periodically review group memberships that they have been deemed, by policy, to provide services to, or alternatively, they could write scripts or programs (or the vendors could provide services) to do this function. The rest is inherent in the enterprise architectures for most of the enterprise using Active Directory, and a few services away from other representations including LDAP and flat files. This
architecture is also extensible to cross-enterprise, coalition, and other authorization processes.

ACRONYM PRIMER

ABAC - Attribute Based Access Control
COI - Community of Interest
COTS - Commercial Off-The-Shelf
DOD - Department of Defense
GBAC - Group Based Access Control
IA - Information Assurance
IBAC - Identity Based Access Control
IDA - Institute for Defense Analyses
IP - Internet Protocol
LDAP - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
NIPR - Non-secure Internet Protocol Router
PBAC - Policy Based Access Control
RBAC - Role Based Access Control
UBAC - Use Case Based Access Control
UDDI - Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
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